SUBLIJET PRINT

Paper for Textile and Commercial
Sublimation Prints

I SUBLIMATION PAPER
I SUBLIMATION INK CARTRIDGES
I SUBLIMATION BULK INKS

Sublimation Printing is a relatively new but
fast growing system in Textile, Gift industry and
educational Institutions. In essence, it allows
you to reproduce multicolor images on to the
surface of various materials like ceramic, fabric,
wood, polyester etc.,
WHAT IS SUBLIMATION?

Sublimation is the process by which an image
printed on paper is transferred to another
surface or substrate. Unlike conventional inks,
sublimation inks are converted directly from a
solid to gas under heat and pressure, causing
them to bond with the fibers of synthetic
materials such as polyester. The molecules of
ink revert to a solid state upon cooling,
permanently staining the surface of the
polyester or alternative substrate.

The Ultimate Sublimation Prints
WHAT ARE DYE SUBLIMATION INKS?

Dye Sublimation Inks are in essence a
formulation of special color dyes suspended in
liquids that can be passed through a digital
inkjet printer.
WHAT MATERIAL CAN BE SUBLIMATED

Suitable materials are man made polymers
such as Polyester and PVC and Ceramic With
Coating. These can be ‘hard’ such as polyester
coated sheet of aluminum or ceramic tiles or
‘soft’ such as poly cotton textiles. During the
heat press stage the pores of these polymers
open to allow sublimation ink, now in a gaseous
state to enter the substrate.
As the
temperature drops the pores close leaving the
now solid ink image as part of the polymer.
Printable materials.

WHAT MATERIALS CANNOT BE
SUBLIMATION PRINTED?

HOW DO YOU PRINT AN ITEM?

As Dye Sublimation is always performed on a
Polyester Polymer or Polymer coated item,
materials such as 100% cotton are not
suitable as the natural fibers have no pores to
open to accept the image. Cotton can be
sublimated but the image will fade with a few
washes making a 50% polyester 50% cotton
weave a required minium.
SUBLIMATION PAPER :

If you used low cost photocopy paper, too much
of the ink would absorb in to the paper itself and
not enough would be “Sublimated” into the
material. Sublimation paper has a coating on
the surface which effectively means the ink sits
on the paper without ever throughly drying.
Asian Sublimation Paper will work with all
sublimation material providing the best color
release. The Economy grade is cheaper and can
be used on a wide range of materials
WHAT EQUIPMENT IS NEEDED FOR
SUBLIMATION PRINTING?
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All Model Inkjet Printers
Sublimation Paper
Dye Sublimation Ink and Cadridges
Heat Press for Flat Material
Mug Press Machine

This is a digital printing system in which you
create color image on a computer. Any picture
from any software package will be fine! Free ICC
profiles or a Power
Driver supplied can
automatically match colors and perform task
such as automatic mirroring. The is normally
sized so that it is slightly larger than the
selected material so it can “bleed” over the
edge leaving no white showing. The ‘mirror
image’ is printed on sublimation paper and is
then laid onto the sublimation material and
secured with a little ‘heat tape’. The two are
then placed in a Heat Press for typically 1-2
o
minutes at a temperature between 160 C o
200 C.
The exact time and temperature
depends on the material being used. At the end
of the cycle the paper is removed to re reveal a
bright vibrant scratch resistant colored image.
AVAILABLE SIZES :

A4

0.826” x 11.69”

210 x 297 mm

A3

11.69” x 16.52”

297 x 420 mm

SPL-1

12.00” x 18.00”

305 x 457 mm

SPL-2

13.00” x 19.00”

330 x 483 mm

CAD ROLLS WOUND ON 2” CORE

SUBLIMATION PAPER - ROLLS

SUB-1

24” x 100 Yds

609 mm x 91 Mts

SUB-2

32” x 100 Yds

812 mm x 91 Mts

SUB-3

36” x 100 Yds

915 mm x 91 Mts

SUB-4

44” X 100 Yds

1118 mm x 91 Mts

SUB-5

50 ” X 100 Yds

1270 mm x 91 Mts

SUB-5

63 ” X 100 Yds

1600 mm x 91 Mts

SUB-6

72” X 100 Yds

1829 mm x 91 Mts

3D SUBLIMATION
VACUUM PRESS

6 - 1 IN SUBLIMATION
HEAT PRESS

www.asianreprographics.com
www.asianreprographics.co.in

TEXTILE SUBLIMATION
HEAT PRESS

ASIAN REPROGRAPHICS (P) LTD
(An ISO - 9001 - 2008 Certified Company)

Administration :

115 & 116, Sidco Industrial Estate, Ambattur, Chennai - 600 098. INDIA.
Tel : ++91 44 45048101, 45048102, 45048103 Fax : ++91 44 45048104
E-mail : sales@asianreprographics.com / Info@asianreprographics.com

Factory :

Survey No. 120/1,2,3, Kavarai Pettai to Sathiyavedu High Road,
Kettanamalli Village, Thirupuzhal Pettai Post, Gummidipoondi - Tk. Pincode - 601 201.
Skype : abhaygjain / asian_kamesh / Whatsapp :0091 99406 85654 / 0091 96000 13805

